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GOALS FOR UX MAP
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Our mission is to illustrate a

synthesis of real world

interactions with app (and

app clip) functionality.

Our product doesn’t

demand a complicated

interface to use, but it will

need to be accessible by a

wide range of age groups. 

We want to take this

opportunity to explore

theoretical (and

reasonable) functionalities

in our app.

Essentials:

Where/how would a person encounter it

Card with Code

Explanation Pamphlet

Scanner

App Clip Prompt

AR Image

Additions

Photo App 

 

CORE FUNCTIONALITY
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CORE FUNCTION DESIGN
A VISUAL INSERT

TARGET MARKET



DANNY

ANDREWS

13
Danny is a 13 year old kid. He’s been exposed to Apple

products from a very young age and he has learned to be

pretty proficient at their core features. However, he

doesn’t know what App Clips are, and he can’t identify AR

by its name alone. He has experienced AR apps like

Pokemon Go, and he has experienced QR codes a few

times in his life. When it comes to products, he tends to

focus more on digital objects than physical ones. As such,

he’s definitely the type to receive more greeting cards

than send them, and thus his exposure would be limited to

either what he sees on Social Media or what arrives in the

mail.

Relevant Features: The Card, The Explanation Sheet, the

App Clip Prompt, AR experience, Social Media Experience

ELIJAH

RICHARDSON 

75
Elijah is a 75-year-old man who only understands the very

basics of his iPhone (how to call someone, how to take a

photo, how to browse the internet, etc). He only vaguely

understands VR, and even then he imagines VR as

something that belongs in Sci-Fi fiction. The words ‘App

Clip’ and ‘Augmented Reality’ mean nothing to him. He

doesn’t surf the web for fun, but he does visit the grocery

store weekly. He knows that his grandson plays with his

phone all of the time, and Elijah wants to impress him with

a cool gift.

Relevant Features: Info Button/Explanation Card, Code

Scanner, App Clip Prompt, AR product



LINA

LEE

23
Lina is a 23-year-old grad who is living on a tight budget.

She is familiar with VR and AR, and she has scanned

enough QR codes to understand how someone could

access an App Clip. She recently left school and has

already begun to miss her friends. She has heard of

LiVECARD, but she doesn’t expect to receive one from a

friend of hers. She still keeps in contact with her friends

and loves to respond to them on social media.

Relevant Features: The Card, The Explanation Sheet, the

App Clip Prompt, AR experience, Photo App, Instagram

Page.

KAREN

ANDREWS

45
Karen is a 45 year old woman and the mother of a young

teen. She is familiar with social media, especially as part

of her work (mainly Facebook and Instagram), and she has

a basic understanding of the iPhone. She tends to value

physical gifts, but she is also impressed by new iPhone

features. Karen, however, wouldn’t find out about these

features unless somebody else brought them up, and so

things like App Clips and AR are out of her knowledge

base. She is eager to share the neat things her son gets

with her friends on social media, and she likes to get her

son some “neat” tech experiences. 

Relevant Features: Instagram Page, Physical Store

Location, The Card, The Explanation Sheet, the App Clip

Prompt, AR experience, Photo App, Social Media.
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UX MAP
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STORY BOARD
ELIJAH RICHARDSON
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STORY BOARD
DANNY ANDREWS
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STORY BOARD
KAREN ANDREWS


